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Welcome to the fourth issue of „MOVIE NIGHT‟. This is the first 

anniversary issue, and is the longest to date! There have been a lot of 

exciting developments, discoveries and DVD releases going on recently , 

so you‟ll find plenty of news items inside. As well as that, there are the 

usual mixtures of features, biographies and in-depth focuses on 

particular films. 

A special “thank you” to David Wyatt and Mark Newell for providing 

articles and information for this issue and to Gerry Dunne for 

proofreading. Finally, thanks to everyone else who has been in touch 

with snippets of information, comments, questions etc. Please keep all 

contributions coming in to matthewross22@googlemail.com 

Now, over to Mr Keaton for the contents of this issue… 
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Slapstick 2013 

Bristol’s Slapstick festival is gearing up again for the New 

Year. Dates are confirmed as January 24th-27th and the first 

confirmed event is a special screening of Harold Lloyd’s 

classic ‘THE KID BROTHER’. More announcements are to 

follow imminently and by the time you read this, the whole 

programme will probably be online; check 

www.slapstick.org.uk for updates. 

 

Happy Birthday, Jean Darling! 

Congratulations to Our Gang’s Jean Darling, who recently celebrated her 90th Birthday. 

 

 

An amazing discovery surfaced on the Internet during the Summer. Home movie footage by vaudevillian and 

amateur cameraman George Mann of his visit to the Hal Roach studios has been released from his family‟s 

archives and posted on YouTube. The footage is roughly nine minutes long and features extensive scenes of 

Laurel and Hardy at work, filming „SHOULD MARRIED MEN GO HOME‟. Mann filmed alongside the regular 

cameramen and captured duplicate shots of some scenes from the finished film,as well as some delightful 

scenes of Stan, Babe and their leading ladies Viola Richard and Dorothy Coburn clowning for the cameras. 

There is precious little film of Stan and Babe behind the scenes during their Hal Roach years, and as far as 

I‟m aware, no other footage from their silent years, so this really is a bit of a revelation.  

Amongst the other delights of the footage are glimpses of the Roach backlot familiar from so many classics, 

and of the S.S, Mirimar boat set glimpsed in „SAILORS BEWARE‟ and Charley Chase‟s „ROUGH SEAS‟, 

amongst others. Charley even makes a brief appearance himself, out of costume. It‟s even rarer to see 

behind-the-scenes footage of him, and it‟s especially good to see him at a period when many of his films 

have vanished. 

Great Lives: Stan Laurel 

Thanks to John Bogie for tipping me off about a recent BBC radio 

documentary on Stan Laurel. ‘Great Lives’ features a celebrity 

profiling someone who influenced them, and comedian Ken Dodd 

chose Stan. In conversation with Glenn Mitchell, Ken retold the 

story of his life. Ken spoke with genuine affection for the boys and 

it was a very pleasant way to spend half an hour. Hopefully, some 

casual listeners will be inspired to follow it up by watching the L & 

H films! 

 

All in all, this is a gem of a discovery that really adds colour to the history 

of L& H and the Roach studios. The warmth and camaraderie of the film-

makers shines through, and this is essential viewing for anyone who has 

ever enjoyed any of their work. 

 

http://www.slapstick.org.uk/
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CLASSIC SYKES 

THE PLANK (1967) 

Eric’s first silent comedy is 

the one for which he will be 

best remembered. Teamed 

with Tommy Cooper as a 

pair of incompetent builders, 

this is 45 minutes of classic 

visual comedy mixing Laurel 

Hardy with Buster Keaton as 

Sykes milks every possible 

gag from the simple prop. 

SYKES AND A HAUNTING 

(1962) 

Sykes’ much-excerpted take 

on the old handcuffed-

together routine, executed 

pristinely with Hattie 

Jacques. 

STRANGER (1972) 

Very funny SYKES  episode 

from the first colour series, 

featuring Peter Sellers as a 

psychotic old flame of 

Hattie’s. 

R RHUBARB (1969) 

Silent Comedy via The 

Goons; Sykes experiments 

with sound by having only 

one word – the title- spoken 

by all characters in the film. 

SYKES AND A BATH 

(1962) 

Sublime mixture of situation 

and slapstick as Eric gets 

his toe stuck in the bath tap. 

Builds to a great sequence 

in a doctor’s waiting room 

full of people with similar 

misfortunes… 

     HEAVENS ABOVE (1963) 

Eric’s supporting role in this 

Peter Sellers film showed he 

could tackle grittier acting 

parts. 

 

 

 

It was very sad to hear of the passing of Eric Sykes in July. Eric was a true giant of 

comedy, and really the last survivor of the band of comedians and writers who changed 

the face of  post-war U.K. comedy. 

Born in Oldham, Lancashire, Eric‟s breakthrough came as a scriptwriter for the radio 

series „EDUCATING ARCHIE‟, a vehicle for ventriloquist Peter Bowles. Although 

ventriloquism is perhaps a questionable concept for a radio show, Eric turned the series 

into a success and thereafter was in demand as writer for Frankie Howerd and others. He 

soon became acquainted with The Goons and formed a close-knit partnership with Spike 

Milligan to write many of the series‟ funniest episodes. Eric was able to harness Spike‟s 

fragile comic genius, and was the only outside writer to ever pen Goon Shows without 

Milligan during the latter‟s bouts of illness. It speaks volumes of Eric‟s comic versatility 

that, although he rose to fame as scriptwriter for radio, he found his greatest successes in 

the very opposite medium of visual comedy.  Having always nurtured a terrific fondness 

for sight gags and slapstick, he would incorporate this into his own TV shows and, most 

explicitly, the series of silent film pastiches he made. Starting with the hilarious, award-

winning „THE PLANK‟ (1967), through to 1993‟s „THE BIG FREEZE‟, Eric paid homage to 

his heroes, from Buster Keaton to Jacques Tati via Stan Laurel. It‟s a sign of his popularity 

and status as a “comedian‟s comedian” that these short films boast impressive cast lists, 

with everyone from Tommy Cooper to Spike Milligan turning up in cameos. 

The traditional mixture of slapstick and sight gag in these films was enhanced by Eric‟s 

slightly surreal Goon Show tendencies, and a dry sense of humour to match his deadpan, 

lugubrious expression. 

Although he had fruitful associations with many comedians, it is Eric‟s partnership with 

Hattie Jacques that  endures in the public memory. The pair were teamed in the long-

running sitcom „SYKES AND A…‟, later revived as simply „SYKES‟. 

Cuddly, dizzy Hattie was a perfect contrast for Eric‟s dim-witted, slightly pompous 

character, in both character and appearance; the glorious joke of the series was that the 

pair were supposed to be identical twins! The warm and gentle humour of the series 

caught the public interest and was only ended by Hattie‟s death in 1980. 

Eric kept busy to the end, despite the onset of deafness and failing sight (he was 

registered blind). In his latter years he made straight acting appearances in TV‟s „THE 

BILL‟, a „HARRY POTTER‟ film and „THE OTHERS‟. 

Recognised as a national treasure, he remained warm and charming, always 

acknowledging the debt he owed to classic comedians. He described Laurel and Hardy as 

“two gentle souls who taught me how to laugh”. Eric Sykes was a gentle, humorous soul 

himself, and the world is a little bit sadder and worse off for his passing. Rest in Peace, 

Eric. 
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MMOORREE  OONN  SSIIDD  FFIIEELLDD  

Way back in issue 2 I wrote about Sid Field and a recent BBC documentary 

about him. The documentary mentioned and showed a clip from Sid’s first 

film, ‘THAT’S THE TICKET’. Mark Newell has kindly supplied some more 

information on this obscure little film and corrects a few misconceptions. 

He writes: 

"That's the Ticket" was a minor movie made in 1940 by Warner British 

starring Sid Field and Hal Walters. The plot involved wartime espionage. In 

1943 Sid became a West End star and subsequently (1946) had a lavish 

musical feature ("London Town")  

built around him. This was incorrectly publicised as his first film and the earlier effort was thus 

conveniently forgotten. Sid lived to make only one more film - "Cardboard Cavalier" in 1949. 

The National Film Archive restored "London Town" in the 1980s and showed copies of all three Sid 

Field films in a brief season at the National Film Theatre in the 1990s. The recent Sid Field 

documentary on BBC4 however didn't mention "Cardboard Cavalier" at all and wrongly claimed that 

"That's the Ticket" was a recent rediscovery.“ 

The film has recently been screened again at the National Film Theatre. David Wyatt saw it there and 

adds:   

 “THAT'S THE TICKET was good - probably his best film. Just when I thought it would 

be really good the plot disintegrated though, & we got Sid in drag, in a haunted 

house & some pie throwing at the end, as if someone thought "Oh heck we haven't had 

any drag, scary stuff or pie throwing yet...."“ 

Sadly, that seems to be a common problem in British comedies! I couldn’t get down for 

the NFT screening myself, but hopefully it will come around again sometime. Though 

sadly it seems like Sid never made a vehicle worthy of his talents, his spirit shines 

through in all the film I have seen of him, so I look forward to catching up with ‘THAT’S 

THE TICKET’ soon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

September marked the 100th anniversary of Keystone Studio‟s opening. Mack Sennett‟s seminal 

company of course had a profound influence on silent comedy‟s overall style, and on the 

American film industry in general. Without Keystone, we might never have had Chaplin films, not 

to mention all the other comedians who started out with Sennett. Fittingly, TCM has paid tribute 

to Sennett‟s oeuvre by screening all-night showings of his classic films. These are in new, 

restored versions by new company Cinemuseum. You may recall that I mentioned their 

forthcoming Sennett DVD collection in a previous issue. These screenings are a brilliant taster of 

what‟s to come, and hopefully a release date is now not too far away. Watch this space! 
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and Eddie Dunn.  
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First, we‟ve got an answer to one of our previous questions. (Just for once! Please 

can we have some more?)  Last issue PanayotisCarayanis asked about a 1920‟s 

Syd Saylor comedy in the „Let George Do It‟ series. The Dutch title on his copy 

translates as ‟Finding Nelly‟, and he wondered if the right title was GEORGE IN 

LOVE. The plot has George arriving in a big city with only a photo of  the girl he wants to find.     The answer 

comes from the Kodascope 16mm library catalogue, thanks to Tony Saffrey in London. GEORGE LEAVES 

HOME is described as “adventrures of a country boy in the city and his searching for a long -lost playmate.”  So 

that seems to be the right one.  

The Kodascope catalogue had a great selection of silent comedies.  Many of these prints have been the source 

for later copies on film and DVD.  Eg.no complete 2 reel prints have surfaced of Mack Sennett‟s LIZZIES OF 

THE FIELD  (1924, with Billy Bevan and Andy Clyde.)  All copies from Lobster Films, Alpha Video, etc derive 

from the Kodak one reel version. Clips of the car race climax were in Robert Youngson‟s 1960‟s compilation 30 

YEARS OF FUN, which makes me wonder if Robert Youngson had more footage on 35mm - though I guess 

this would have come to light by now if so.  

Other Mack Sennett 2 reelers cut to one reel included two more with Billy Bevan -  A SEA DOG‟S TALE and 

GIDDAP.  GIDDAP has just been released by Alpha Video on DVD (“Forgotten Funnymen - Billy Bevan volume 

2”) but mistakenly identified as THE IRON NAG.  Both Bevan comedies, THE IRON NAG involves him as a 

convict winning a steeplechase while GIDDAP features a wild polo match which takes off into surrounding 

streets and houses.  GIDDAP was released on 8mm years ago (by Mountain Films) as POLO PINHEADS. 

Presumably Alpha used a retitled copy for their source material and made a wrong guess at the original title.      

Which brings us to another Mack Sennett query. An extract in one of those French Film Office catalogues 

(mentioned in past issues) was called LES CHAUFFEURS RIVAUX, and was listed (hopefully correctly) as 

being “taken from an old Mack Sennett comedy”. (I say this because the name „Mack Sennett‟ was often 

applied to any unknown silent comedy with gay abandon, just as any Sennett was labelled a „Keystone 

comedy.„ ) Annoyingly I could have bought a copy of this one some years ago when visiting  „LesCingles du 

Cinema‟ - the huge film fair at Argenteuil near Paris.  But as French film prices seem to be more than double 

ours, I didn‟t buy it, so again we have only the catalogue description to go on:  “Rival fleets of taxis wait at the 

station but only one client emerges, whom they fight to the death over. “  Is this from Mack Sennett‟s „Taxi 

Driver‟ series?  I‟ve only seen two of them - A TAXI SCANDAL and TAXI DOLLS, and it‟s neither of those. 

According to Brent Walker‟s highly recommended  book „Mack Sennett‟s Fun Factory‟ (highly recommended, 

but you do need to take out a second mortgage!) , there is a scene at a train depot in TAXI FOR TWO, so is it 

from this?  Harry Langdon is a taxi driver in HIS NEW MAMA and collects his only client, Jack Cooper from a 

station, but there are no rival fleets of taxis. Billy Bevan is up against rival taxis in FROM RAGS TO BRITCHES;  

Film Office sold other extracts from this film and as I haven„t seen the whole two reeler,  could this be another 

extract that I haven‟t seen?  Once again, over to you. 

David Wyatt presents more solved and unsolved silent film conundrums…. 

 

P.S.  I‟m introducing Walter Forde‟s first comedy feature WAIT 

AND SEE at Bristol‟s „Slapstick‟ festival in January. It‟s a good 

one - but the BFI copy is missing some footage, unfortunately. 

If anyone should know if the film exists elsewhere, or they have 

a copy (except for the 9.5mm version which I know about, 

thanks) please let us know - quickly!      
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DVD NEWS 

Lots of good news on the DVD front this time around. First of all, several people have been in touch to ask where 

Lupino Lane films are available on DVD. Well, it‟s slim pickings I‟m afraid, but there are a few shorts to be had: 

The Forgotten Films of Roscoe „Fatty‟ Arbuckle set contains „FOOLS‟ LUCK‟, directed by Arbuckle, alongside many 

of Roscoe‟s own classics. Currently selling at www.oldies.com for just $8.99, grab one while you can! 

Releasing via the same website, Alpha Video continue to put out some forgotten silent comedies on affordable 

volumes. The newly released „WORLD WAR ONE COMEDIES‟ features Lane‟s „HIS PRIVATE LIFE‟ (also directed 

by Arbuckle) alongside Snub Pollard‟s „THE DOUGHBOY‟ and Billy Bevan‟s „THE FLYING ACE‟. One of his more 

slapstick-y shorts, it nevertheless contains some lovely bits of business. 

The fantastic SLAPSTICK ENCYCLOPEDIA box set previously released by Kino, but long out of print, has been 

newly licensed by Madacy Entertainment in the US. Priced At just $14.99 on Amazon, it‟s a treasure trove sampling 

silent shorts by everyone from Charley Bowers to Larry Semon, including Lupino‟s tour de force short „ONLY ME‟ 

(1929). 

These are about the only officially available of Mr Lane‟s shorts, but there are a few other sources on the internet 

selling 16mm transfers of various quality. Ebay and Ioffer sometimes have home-made sets and films. More 

legitimately,  www.A-1video.com  sells 5 volumes of Lane‟s shorts, and Bill Sprague‟s fantastic service allows you to 

pick and choose your own compilation of shorts from his huge collection.  

Check out his site at www.moviehistory.webs.com. Although you‟re not getting restored films, there are many rare 
and otherwise unavailable films, including several of Lupino‟s. I‟ve ordered from Bill before; he‟s very helpful and 
offers the service at a very reasonable price. 

MAX LINDER ON DVD & BLU-RAY 

Available on DVD and Blu-Ray is a new French DVD set 

dedicated to silent comedy pioneer Max Linder. The set 

contains restorations of a number of his early Pathé shorts 

as well as his daughter Maud Linder‟s compilation „En 

Compagnie de Max Linder‟ (containing edited versions of 

his three American features „BE MY WIFE‟, „SEVEN 

YEARS‟ BAD LUCK‟ and „THE THREE MUST-GET-

THERES‟. It‟s about time Linder got his due, and this new 

release looks as though it will be definitive. 

CUT TO THE CHASE – at last! 

A surprise announcement came lately; many moons 

ago Milestone Films announced a comprehensive 

restored collection of Charley Chase silent classics. 

Several of their restorations aired on TCM, but the 

set was shelved indefinitely. Well, 9 years later, it 

has finally been taken off the shelf and is being 

released in November! Several of the films have 

since been duplicated on other releases, but two of 

the shorts „THE UNEASY THREE‟ and „CHARLEY 

MY BOY‟ are exclusive to this set. 

THE NAVIGATOR on Blu-Ray 

Kino continue their series of „ultimate‟ Keaton 

DVDs and Blu-rays with his 1924 classic „THE 

NAVIGATOR‟. Extra features include audio 

commentary and a documentary on the making of 

the film by historian Bruce Lawton. The final 

„ultimate edition‟, of „COLLEGE‟, is due to follow in 

the New Year. 

http://www.oldies.com/
http://www.a-1video.com/
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A „MUMMING BIRDS‟ mystery… 

Was „A NIGHT IN THE SHOW‟ really Chaplin‟s first attempt  to put „MUMMING BIRDS‟ on film, or 

was there an earlier attempt now lost in the mists of time?  

In „THE CHAPLIN ENCYCLOPEDIA‟, Glenn Mitchell cites a 1921 Chaplin interview from The New 

York Times, which references Chaplin being filmed while touring with Karno in Jersey during 1912, 

and adds “there is a parallel story of a newsreel cameraman who later claimed to have filmed Chaplin 

on stage, which may or may not tie into this account”. Inspired by this, Chaplin and Alf Reeves 

thought about making their own films starring the Karno company, but nothing came of the idea. Or 

did it? 

Many years later, a gentleman by the name of Patrick Wyand recalled that his friend Stanley Mumford 

had worked on a film for the Warwickshire Trading Company, titled „THE MUMMING BIRDS‟ and that 

this was the first film starring Charlie Chaplin. These are quite precise details, so could it be true? Or 

have the details become muddied? The nascent British film industry wasn‟t that well documented, and 

even if the film was made, this doesn‟t necessarily mean it ever saw release.  

It seems likely that such a film would have been unearthed by now by the many ardent Chaplin 

scholars, but as the recent discovery of an unknown Chaplin film, „A THIEF CATCHER‟ proved, you 

never can tell. Maybe somewhere, lost in the mists of time, is our very first glimpse of Chaplin‟s 

Inebriate. 

New Harry Langdon book 

Books on Harry Langdon have been thin on the ground 

over the years. Now, finally, what looks like the definitive 

work is here. Weighing in at a whopping 692 pages, 

‘HARRY LANGDON: THE LITTLE ELF’ is the first 

comprehensive biography AND film-by-film study of 

Langdon’s career. With rare stills and insight into his 

missing films, excerpts from his vaudeville sketches and 

many, many unseen photograph, this promises to be a 

treasure trove for us Langdon-ites. 

A preview of the first chapter is available on the book’s 

Amazon page and, if this is anything to go by,, ‘THE LITTLE 

ELF’ promises to be a classic. Both encyclopaedic and 

readable is hard to achieve but the authors certainly seem 

to have pulled it off. Priced at £34.00, it’s not cheap, but for 

the content you get this is actually a very reasonable price. 

The lack of books focused on Langdon has no doubt aided 

the spread of rumours and false images of his talent. With 

a definitive work like this out there, hopefully the popular 

conceptions of Harry will start to change.  This one is on 

my Christmas list already! 

ANOTHER HARRY BOOK… 

Also released, though smaller in 

scope, is James L. Neibaur’s book, 

‘The Silent Films of HarryLangdon. 

Published by MacFarland, this is a 

pricey book for it’s slim size, 

especially compared to ‘THE 

LITTLE ELF’. Still, it’s great to see 

another book on Harry out there 

and another perspective on his 

films. 
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Alice in „CINDERELLA 

CINDERS‟ (1920) 
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